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Susan Glusica’s Signature Method:  7 Money Realities & RealizationsTM 

 

7. Enlightened Gratitude = Peak money consciousness, attracts ABUNDANCE, 

SUFFICIENCY, PROSPERITY & OVERFLOW exponentially: Your wealth grows 

exponentially with little effort or focus, you focus on your purpose, knowing 

exponential wealth springs from it 

 

6. Joyful Completion (Blissful Illumination, Serenity) = attracts PROSPERITY & 

OVERFLOW consistently and with EASE: You have more than enough and 

keep attracting more, efficiently, and you give back charitably 

 

5. Loving Money (Embodying Love, Compassion) = maintains the FLOW OF 

MONEY and attracts aligned OPPORTUNITIES, feeling at peace with all: 

Anytime you spend money or pay bills, you bless your checking/banking 

account and wallet, you love being in the flow of money and attract 

opportunities to make more money 

4. Harmonious Acceptance (Courageous Release/Transcendance of Attachment 

to Outcome, Non-Judgment) = consistently attracts MEANINGFUL 

ABUNDANCE and SUFFICIENCY through energetic flow and magnetism: You 

have a clear 5-year vision and 12-month plan for your money, you leverage 

experts in money, you read books on money 

3. Courageous Forgiveness (Willingness to Accepting Responsibility, Release 

from Past Mistakes, No Blaming, Compassion, Trust in Universe) = Turning 

Point, intentionally attracts STARTER ABUNDANCE consistently, conscious 

practice:  List out all credit owed, aware of every dollar owed, know your 

expenses to the penny, take responsibility and control over results 

2. Captive Desire (Enslaved Craving, Anxiety, Non-Belief) = attracts 

UNFULFILLED ATTACHMENT consistently, craving a better life financially 

without the faith one can achieve it, reliance on proof rather than belief: If 

anything changes (get sick, take day off), you’re “done” and will have to 

borrow or not pay 

1. Deficient Absence (Shame, Guilt, Despair, Blame) = attracts LACK 

consistently, feeling of falling into a black hole financially and unable to dig 

oneself out of that hole:  bankruptcy, collections, repossessions, liens, credit 

shut down 


